2019.4.9-14 “Salone Internazionale del Mobile” in Milan, Italy
The announcement of new furniture by GARDE ITALY S.R.L

“Salone Internazionale del Mobile” will be held on April 9-14, 2019 in Milan, Italy.
People from all over the world will come to this world’s largest trade show in the furniture and design
industry. GARDE ITALY S.R.L will also exhibit new furniture product “UTSUROE”. In addition, TOMI, the
“Best Performance Award” of “ADF Milano Salone Design Award 2019” sponsored by Aoyama Design
Forum(ADF) will be exhibited for the first time.
Both of the “UTSUROE” and “TOMI” are created according to the design theme “Portable Space”.
Please take a look when you happen to be in Milan.
【About “UTSUROE”】
a space for anything
a space that meets anything
a space that something are conspicuous
a space that only one thing exists and everything are erased
a space everywhere

SENSELESS SPACE
No sight / No sound / No smell / No taste / No touch

Through these five keywords, we create a null space that cancels everything to highlight itself and a
space covered with white cloth that does not feel space and time here.
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“Best Performance Award” of “ADF Milano Salone Design Award 2019”
“TOMI(Tokyo-Milan)”/FORO Studio
“TOMI” is created by FORO Studio a professional group made up of 5 people from Milan. It is a project
serves as a bridge between Italian and Japanese culture.
“schiscetta”(meaning to bring food from home in Italian) and “bento box” are containers for transporting
food and it’s a common culture in Milan and Tokyo. This typical culture is revived in an essential modular
system by FORO Studio. It combines Japanese culture with Italian culture in a captivating way, using
elements of traditional culture to meet the contemporary city’s need to create spaces in which to isolate
and socialize.

【Event】
Date：2019.4.9～14 (10:00-19:00)
Place：GARDE ITALY S.R.L.
Address：Via Tortona 37
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